How Can You Use

MackinVIA

In Your Classroom?

MackinVIA™ is a complete digital resource
management solution providing easy access to
over 2 million eBooks, read-alongs, databases,
audiobooks and videos. MackinVIA provides a
variety of tools to support educators and inspire
best practices and uses for eBook collections.

Reading
Independent Reading
Students can use digital backpacks for “just right” reading and
research.

Shared Reading
Display read-aloud and mentor texts that highlight traits/crafts in
writing.

Read Aloud
Use MackinVIA tools (highlighter, notes, dictionary, bookmark) to
annotate and model teachable content.

Guided Reading
Use a digital text with a small group to work on reading strategies
such as close reading. Use tools such as audio, highlighting,
dictionary, notes, etc.

Literature Groups
Use multi-user eBooks for students to collaborate and focus on
comprehension or essential questions.
With just one login, users can view, utilize and manage all their digital materials in one location. MackinVIA is a free resource to all
Mackin customers and allows simultaneous, unlimited access to multiple users, is mobile friendly, and is designed for a BYOD world.
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Teaching and Learning
Research Using Curated Content
and Databases
Create groups based on a specific unit using eBooks,
audiobooks, links, videos, and databases. Students can
easily cite using the citation tool.

Home-School Connection
Assign homework, parent/child projects, or have access to
quality books at home.

MackinVIA and You

Take what you are teaching and find digital content that aligns with your standards.

Connect With Google Classroom 		
or Canvas

Create Special Groups

You can easily integrate with MackinVIA to connect eBooks,
read-alongs, audiobooks, databases, videos, and links.

Create groups that make digital content accessible and
purposeful. Group by unit of study, standard, or genre.
Collaborate with PLC or teacher teams and share.

Differentiate Learning

Interdisciplinary Approach

Find resources and use tools to reach students of
all levels.

Use eBooks, read-alongs, audiobooks, databases, videos, and
links to teach across all content areas.
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